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The aim of this paper is to study the steady-state behavior of the first order 
wave equation 
4 + % = l u - g(Pu, E) + f(t, x)) 
@, x + 2) = u(t, x), 
U-1) 
where l > 0 and is small, f is 2-periodic in t and x, g is nonlinear, and P is 
the projection of a periodic function of x to its odd part. The main tool to be 
used is a variation on the theory of averaging devised especially for this type of 
partial differential equation. 
A typical result is as follows: let g(u, 0) = u3 and put 
f&x) = -J I”2 f (t, x + t) dt. (‘4 
Then if 
g o2 1 f&q‘- dx > ; ) s (l-3) 
Eq. (1.1) has only one 2-periodic solution, and it is exponentially, asymptotically 
stable. When the inequality is reversed there may be infinitely many 2-periodic 
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steady states of which some are exponentially asymptotically stable. This is 
true even if (1.1) is autonomous (f G 0), and the surprised reader will find 
an explanation of this fact in the next section. 
Equation (1.1) is simply the following system written as a first order problem, 
Y1t + 3'22: = 43'1 - gb, > c) +f(t, 4), 
3'2t + Y1r = 09 
U-4) 
where yr is odd, y2 is even, and both are 2-periodic in X. In fact, let u = yr + y2 . 
Since yr is odd, yr = Pu. Adding (1.4) we immediately obtain (1.1). System 
(1.4) can be used to model a nonlinear transmission line, and the derivation 
is given at the end of this section. 
Closely related is the Rayleigh wave equation 
Yff - Yxs = 4Yt - Yt3h 
y(t, 0) = y(t, 1) = 0 
(1.5) 
so named because of its obvious resemblance to the well-known ordinary 
differential equation proposed by Lord Rayleigh in 1883 to explain self-sustained 
sound vibrations. Although studied earlier by others, (1.5) was first given a 
physical interpretation in 1972 by Cooke, Meyerscough, and Rowbottom [2], 
who used it as a model for the large amplitude vibrations of wind-blown, 
ice-laden, power transmission lines. They, term causes the amplitude to increase, 
but the viscous damping -yt3 limits indefinite growth and allows steady states 
to develop. 
To see the connection, let y solve (1.5) and put u = yt - ys . Then 
Ut + uz = Ytt - Yx2 = 4 Yt - Yt3) 
Extend y to R as an odd periodic function of X. Then yz is even and so Pu = y, . 
We thus obtain (1.1) with f = 0 and g(u) = u3. 
Another closely related second order problem is the wave equation of Van 
der Pol type 
Ytt - YSl = c( 1 - y3) yt (1.6) 
with the same conditions as (1.5). It is easy to see that this is just the equation 
satisfied by 31j2y1 when yr solves (1.4) for f = 0 and g(u) = u3. 
Some names associated with the study of these types of problems are Kurzweil 
[8, 91, Vejvoda and Stedrjr [lo], Chikwendu and Kevorkian [l], and Fink, 
Hall, and Hausrath [3,4, 61. Kurzweil’s contribution is certainly one of the most 
important as he was able to prove the existence of a stable integral manifold 
(consisting of a periodic solution and its translates) for both (1.5) and a generali- 
zation of (1.6). Using simpler methods, Vejvoda and Stedr); showed the existence 
of periodic solutions to (1.5), (1.6) and a wave equation with a Duffing-type 
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nonlinearity u - us. In [l], a formal analysis of (1.5) is presented using Cole’s 
two-timing ideas for ordinary differential equations. Equation (1.4) receives 
a rigorous but incomplete treatment in [4], and in [6J a rather detailed analysis 
is made of the Rayleigh equation. 
As far as we know the case with nonzero forcing f has not yet been studied. 
We hope in what follows to contribute to this area as well as to analyze 
an equation, namely (1. l), which includes as special instances problems (1.5) 
and (1.6) above. 
To conclude the Introduction let us look at a nonlinear transmission line with 




At the point x we have 
e(t, x) = L Ax $(t, x) + e(t, x + kc), 
i(t, x) = C Ax $ (t, x + Ax) + G(e(t, x + Ax)) dx + i(t, x, +h), 
where L, C, and G are the inductance, capacitance, and shunt conductance per 
unit length. Dividing by and letting dx -+ 0 gives 
with the boundary conditions e(t, 0) = e(t, I) = E. Let e = u + e,, and 
i = -(LX - l/2) G(e,) + V, where I is the length of the line. Adjust the bias E 
to equal e,, . Then we get 
C g + 2 = G(e,) - G(u + e,), 
r 
Lg+g=o, 
u(t, 0) = u(t, Z) = 0 
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We suppose G has the following graph, 
where e, is the turning point of G along the region of negative resistance (Esaki 
diode characteristic). By Taylor’s theorem, 
G(u + e,) = G(e,,) - au + !$ + R(u), 
where R(u) = O(d), and we assume /I > 0. Thus we obtain 
u(t, 0) = up, I) = 0. 
We rescale as follows 
t’ = t/l(LC)1/2, x’ = x/l, u = au’, v = (C/L)1/2 au’, 
where a is to be found. Substituting and dropping the primes gives 
at7 au Tg+T&=cA up, 0) = u(t, 1) = 0. 
Put E = cd(L/C)l~ and fix /3aa2/60r = 1, that is 
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Then R(au)/aa = O(U”U”)/MZ = O(r’l*u”) and we have 
r 
+y + g = 411 - ,g(% E)), 
c ,- 
g+g=o, u(t, 0) = u(t, 1) = 0, 
with g(u, 0) = u3. Extending u as an odd and v as an even 2-periodic function 
of x we obtain system (1.4). 
The reader should note that when E - Og reduces to u3. It shows quite clearly 
that this special value is generic for a large class of problems of this type and 
justifies our limiting ourself to this case in some of what follows. 
2. THE APPLICATION OF AVERAGING 
When using the method of averaging to study a differential equation with 
oscillating vector field the investigator replaces the given problem with one in 
which the fine structure has been eliminated. If this technique is successful, 
what remains, the averaged equation, is simpler to analyze but still contains 
enough information to determine the general behavior as t + + co of the original 
problem. Just as the averaged equation will in general have two types of solutions, 
constant solutions, and those that evolve from a prescribed initial value, so too 
the method of averaging has two aspects. The first, the study of nonconstant 
solutions tells us about the transient behavior, whereas the equilibrium or con- 
stant solutions predict the existence of periodic or almost-periodic steady states 
to the original problem. 
In this section we shall illustrate how a variation of averaging, called two- 
timing, can be used to reveal information about the steady-state behavior of our 
model equation (1.1). Thus our main interest will be in the equilibrium solutions 
of the averaged equation rather than the solutions starting from a prescribed 
initial value. This is done mainly to limit the scope of this paper. In a subsequent 
work we shall discuss the latter topic more thoroughly along with some global 
existence theorems and the application of numerical methods to solve both (1.1) 
and the associated averaged equation. 
The techniques used in this paper are based on those developed in [3, 6]. 
A simplified explanation can be found in the short note [5] but the main ideas 
are as follows: 
Equation (1.1) has the form 
ti = Au + &'(t,u,~) (2.1) 
where all solutions E(t)u,, to the linear part ti = Au as well as the termF(t, U, C) 
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are 2-periodic in t. The transformation u = E(t)z reduces (2.1) to the ordinary 
differential equation, 
B = bE(-t)F(t, Iz(t)z, E) = E@(f, .z, c) (2.2) 




Mw = $ w(s) ds 
0 
then the relation in the “fast time” (T, 
dw - = E(I - M) @(a, z, E) 
do (2.3) 
has a 2-periodic solution W(U, V, l ) for every initial value w since the vector field 
has no constant term. For suitable F the existence of w for small E can be estab- 
lished by the contraction mapping theorem. At the same time we can prove 
that w and its derivative in v, w, , are continuous in (a, v, E) with ~(a, o, 0) = er 
and wv(u, z’, 0) = I, the identity. 
Of course, w does not satisfy (2.2), but e, is still free so we try a type of non- 
linear variation of constants, 
@, 4 = w(u, 2)(T), 4, 
(2.4) 
u = t, 7 = et, 
and substitute into (2.2) to obtain a relation for w which we call the exact averaged 
equation. Using (2.3) and the chain rule we find 
w,,(+, v, c) FT = M@(-, w(*, 2’9 ~1, ~1, (2.5) 
where 7 is the so-called “slow time” variable. 
Now let ~(7, l ) satisfy (2.5) on [O, a). Then from (2.4), w(t, w(ct, c), l ) solves 
(2.2) on [O, U/C). Furth ermore, if V(E) is a constant solution, then w(t, O(E), 6) 
is 2-periodic. It is not difficult to show from the representation of w as an integral 
equation that the periodic solution is stable if and only if the same is true for 
the critical point V(C). Finally on [0, a/c), 
if z(0, l ) = 0(0,6). 
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Since zuV(t, ZI, l ) is also periodic it is bounded in the time variable. Thus 
zu&~/e, z’, 6) also approaches the identity I as E --, 0, and in the limit (2.5) 
reduces to the classical averaged equation, 
dw 1 2 -=- 
dr s 2 0 
@(s, w, 0) ds = R(v). (2.6) 
Using the continuous dependence of V( 7, l ) in E we can establish the following 
useful properties of (2.6): 
(I) Let z satisfy (2.2) and zj (2.6) with ~(0, C) = u(O) = e’, . If 77 > 0 
is given, there is a constant L > 0 such that on [O, L/E], 1 z(t, E) - v(ct)l < v. 
Here 1 . 1 is the norm determined by the given topology on X, the space of 
initial conditions. 
(2) Let no satisfy 9(era) = 0 and suppose Y’(Q) has a bounded inverse 
(implicit function theorem). Then (2.2) has a 2-periodic solution. 
(3) Suppose the variational equation of (2.6), 
5’ = s-‘(a,) LJ (2.7) 
is exponentially, asymptotically stable. Then so is the corresponding solution 
to (2.2). 
Each of these results can now be translated back to (2.1) if {E(t)} is unitary. 
Thus u(t, l ) = E(t)z(t, 6) is approximated on 0 < t <L/e by E(t)er(~t), 
and E(t)e),, is an approximate periodic solution which is exponetially asympto- 
tically stable if the same is true for no . 
What conditions must be imposed on Eq. (2.1) in order that the above-men- 
tioned results be true ? In [3] we show that it is sufficient if: 
(i) -4 generates a strongly continuous group on X. 
(ii) F(t, u) and its first and second derivatives in II are continuous in (t, u) 
and map bounded sets to bounded sets in X uniformly in t. 
Although the situation where F also depends on E is not mentioned only minor 
modifications are required to obtain the same results if we replace (ii) by: 
(ii)’ F(t, II, C) and its first and second derivatives in II are continuous in 
(t, u, 6) and map bounded sets to bounded sets in X uniformly in (t, e). 
However, for some situations these assumptions simply do not suffice. For 
example, consider the first order problem, 
Ut + 24, = E(U - 24”) 
whose solutions can be found by elementary integration to be 
u(t, .v) = 2+(x - t)/{eczc’ + ui2(x - i)(l - e--‘Et)}1p2 
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As t --f + oz, u(t, X) approaches the steady state sgn u,,(x - t), which, even for 
“nice” functions z+, may no longer be smooth. This suggests an L, space for X, 
but we still need the continuity and differentiability of F in u to apply the two- 
timing method. We would like to allow polynomial nonlinearities and so we 
must choose p = fco. But now A = -d/d.v no longer generates a strongly 
continuous but rather a weak* continuous group (the group of right translations 
of u,, by t). Thus the vector field in (2.2) will in general not be strongly con- 
tinuous. However, in [6] we showed that the two-timing method remains valid 
if F meets conditions (ii), and if the following weakened form of (i) holds: 
(i)’ A generates a weak* continuous group on X. 
With minor changes in the arguments we can replace (ii) by (ii)’ if F also depends 
on E. Hence it what follows we shall suppose (ii)’ and either (i) or (i)’ as appli- 
cable are in effect. 
We note that in the event A generates a weak* group then all integrals of 
the vector fields must be taken in the sense of Pettis, and derivatives must be 
calculated in the weak* topology. (For a self-continued exposition of these ideas 
see [7]). In addition we encounter some unexpected results. For example, the 
solution z(t, 6) to (2.2) is strongly continuous in t but the function u(t, l ) = 
E(t)z(t, E), which is a generalized solution of (2.1), may be only weak* con- 
tinuous. Thus, translates of solutions, while certainly solutions in the auto- 
nomous case (F independent of t), can be essentially distinct. This means that 
no matter how small h is, u(t + h, l ) and u(t, 6) may be isolated from each other. 
Thus if u(t, l ) is a periodic steady state it is quite possible that it can be expo- 
netially asymptotically stable. 
Of course, the fact that E(t)z(t, ) . E 1s not strongly continuous does not affect 
the approximation of solutions by asymptotic forms nor the existence and 
stability of the periodic solutions. For example, let z(t, z’~, G) be a stable solution 
to (2.2). Then given r) > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that 1 CL - w,, 1 < 6 implies 
1 z(t, ZJ, E) - z(t, o,, , l )l < 7. But since {E(t)) is unitary (or can be renormed 
to be so), 
Thus u(t, a, E) is a stable solution to (2.1). S imilar remarks apply to other types 
of stability as well as to asymptotic solutions. 
Let us apply some of these results to (1.1). The first step is to find the corre- 
sponding form of (2.2). Since E(t)zco = uo(x - t), 
qt, A”) = EE(--t){PE(t)z(t, x) - g(PE(t)z(t, x), c) + f(t, x)} 
= cE(--t){Pz(t, x - t) - g(Z’z(t, x - t), 6)) + l f(t, s + t). 
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Now, 
Thus, 
Pz(t, x - t) = ${z(t, x - t) - z(t, --x - t)}. 
E(-t)Pz(t, x - t) = i{z(t, x) - z(t, --x - 2t)}, 
E(--t)g(Pz(t, x - t), E) = g ( zk x, - “‘:’ --x - 2t) , c). 
Hence we obtain, 
qt, x) = E I z(t, x) - z(t, --x - 2t) 2 
-4 
z(t, x) - z(t, --x - 2t) 
2 , E 1 + f(t, x + t) . 1 Gw 
The averaged equation can now be computed. Since 
+ 1’ w(-x - 2t) dt = Q 1” w(s) ds 
0 ‘0 
for any 2-periodic function we obtain, 
2 (T, x) = ; $7, x) - ; 1; g ( e)(T’ x, ; +’ ‘) ) ds + fo(x), (2.9) 
where g(u) means g(u, C) evaluated at E = 0, 
(W)(x) = A,(x) = !i j-k x + 4 dt, 
0 
(2.10) 
and where we have assumed the elements of the space X = L,[O, 2) have no 
mean value. 
In most casesfo(X) = 0 even if f itself is not. In fact, consider 
(Qf)(t, 4 = 4 j-02f(u, x - t + 4 do 
Q is just the projection of 2-periodic functions of x and t onto the subset of 
right traveling waves. It is easy to check that if Bf = f. then BQf = Bf. Writing 
F=Qf+V--Q1.f we obtain B(I - Q)f = 0. Hence unless f contains a right 
traveling wave component, fo(x) = 0. 
In the next section we shall discuss the constant solutions to (2.9) for an 
unspecified function g. Following that will be a complete analysis of the case 
g(u) = us, f. arbitrary. As we have mentioned, this case is generic to every 
(smooth) function g(u, l ) such that g(u, 0) = ~3. We conclude by a summary 
of the main results of the paper. 
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3. SOLUTIONS TO THE AVERAGED EQUATION WHEN f&x) = 0 
In this section we shall study the constant solutions of the averaged equation 
(2.9) when the term f&x) = 0. We can expect this situation to occur relatively 
often even when f(t, x) is itself nonzero, for as we have already mentioned, 
f,, vanishes unless f contains a component of the form ~(2 - t). 
This case also illustrates the need to select a space X (in this case L,) which 
admits discontinuous functions. Considered as an equation in R, the solutions 
to T(V) = 0, where 3 is the vector field of the averaged equation, are constants 
whose values depend on the interactions of u with g(u). This allows us to con- 
struct an equilibrium point by building a function taking on these constant 
values on mutually disjoint measurable sets A, with (J A, == [0, 2~). Hence 
we can find infinitely many equilibrium points since the choice of the A, are 
otherwise arbitrary. These equilibrium points are isolated from each other in 
L, and correspond to periodic solutions of the original problem (I. 1) if the con- 
ditions of the implicit function theorem can be satisfied. In addition if the vari- 
ational equation to (2.9) generates a strictly contracting semigroup then these 
periodic solutions are exponentially, asymptotically stable even whenf(t, x) -= 0 
(autonomous case). Of course, some of these equilibrium points simply generate 
periodic solutions which are translates of each other, but these are only a small 
part of the total possible collection of steady states. 
Since we cannot consider every conceivable case let us look at the situation 
wheng(u) generalizes the generic example ~3. In fact suppose: 
(i) g is C, and odd in u. 
(ii) g’(u) > 0 and vanishes only at u = 0. 
(iii) g”(u) > 0 for u > 0. 
For example, g(u) = z&‘+~, p 2 1, and g(u) = sinh I( - u both satisfy these 
requirements. Let o,, be the 2-periodic extension of 
i&(x) = 0, x~Ao, 
=ol XEL41, 
- -a, XEA~, 
where A,, i = 0, 1, 2 are disjoint measurable sets whose union is [0,2). 
In order that o, have no mean value we require mes A, = mes A, . 
The vector field 9 of the averaged equation (2.9) simply becomes 




mes A, mes A, a,==-=-* 
2 2 
00 
i-1 2 ’ (3-L) 
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Since g is odd and continuous, g(u) = 0 and g(-u) = -g(u). Thus on A, , 
where v0 = 0, we get 
Fko) = -%td-42) + .&/2)) =-4gW) - gww = 0 
On 4, we have 
whereas on A, , 
F(wo) = -;a - u,g(-a) - aog(--n/2) 
= u,g(Lx) + a,g(a/2) - a/2 = F(a). 
Thus if we solve one of these equations in 01 we solve the second. However, 
P’(a) = a,g’(or) + Tg’(a/2) - ; , 
F’“(a) = a,g”(or) + $g”(a/2). 
By condition (iii) F is strictly convex for 01 > 0 whereas by (ii) Y(O) = - l/2. 
Hence F has a positive unique minimum 01’ with St(&) < 0 and then increases 
indefinitely wjth 01. Thus there is a unique positive ol,, such that %(ti,,) = 0, 
and we have a solution to (3.1). 
However, we must also verify that S’(Q) satisfies the remaining condition 
of the implicit functions theorem before we can assert the existence of a periodic 
solution to the given problem (1.1). Now from (2.9) 
=~[l-~~g.(~o(~)~~O(S))dS1~(I^) 
+ ; 12g’ ( HOW - co(s) 2 ) 5(s) ds. 
For our particular v. the equation %‘(z)~) 5 = 6 becomes 
(3.2) 
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where 
(5,) = 4 J;, 5(x) dx, i = 0, 1,2, 
and where we have used the fact that g’ is even with g’(0) = 0. Replace (5,) 
by constants C, . If the coefficient of 6 is not zero then we can solve for an 
element t(C, , C, , C,) which will also satisfy (3.2) if C, = (ti(C, , C, , Ca)) 
for each i. Integrating (3.2) on each Ai gives 
(1 - w’(4 - w’ (3) Cl + %?‘(4 c, + %Y’ (;) c-3 = W,), 
G+) Cl + (1 - w'(4 - w (f)) c, + w'(;) c, = 2&h (3.3) 
w ’ 0 ; Cl + 4 (f) c, + (1 - 2urg’ (;I) C, = 2(&a). 
If the determinant of the coefficient of this linear system is nonzero then we 
can find unique solutions C, , Ca , and Ca , and hence we can invert S=‘(Q) in 
L, . For general g little is gained by further analysis. However one special case 
is quite important and that is when a, = 0. Then a, = 4 and we have 
(1 - *g’(a)) C, + $g’(a) C, = 2;6, j, 
&g’(a) Cl + (1 - $g’(LY)) c, = 2(&a>. 
This can be solved if 1 -g’(a) # 0. H owever when a, = 0 (3.1) is just the 
equation 
F(ck!) = *(g(a) - cd) = 0 
and by our assumptions g has a simple root at iy. This implies that g’(a) # 1. 
The condition on the coefficient of [ must also be satisfied. Thus at the root 
OL we must have g’(a) # 2 as well. 
For the special case a, = 0 let us look at the stability question. For this we 
must study the solutions to 
E’ = F’(w,)~ = ; 11 - ;g@)l c$ + igl (F) (5,) + ig’ (W) ([a). 
Put h = +{I - +g’(a)} and let 5 = &I. Then, 
As before, 
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Integrating first on A, and then A, gives the system, 
because g’(0) = 0. Hence, 
<711< = tt< &d + i 502)) err7 + H( &J - ( So2>l e-u’, 
(172j = 4K6J + <502>) err7 - 4Kc% - <i&J> e-7 
with p = g’(o1)/4. But the initial value &, has no mean value. Hence, 
Gl> + a32> = + J AIVA 
2 
5(x) dx = + Jo2 E(x) dx = 0 
and, depending on whether x E A, or A,, 
7’ = ~p(c&>~ - (&2)} ecur. 
Thus, 
E = eAr 5% f {<&d - ( (02)}(e(A-u)T - eATI. 
Hence we have exponential decay if X < 0 and X - p < 0, i.e., if 
1 - *g’(a) < 0 and 1 - g’(a) < 0. 
Of course, the first inequality implies the second. 
Let us look at the examples gr(u) = u(*P+l), p > 1 and g*(u) = sinh u - I(. 
We have 
El g2 
d = m ol=l cy = 2.177318985 
1 - 8g’@> 4-P - 2.854637970 
Thus both of these functions meet our criterion for stable equilibrium points. 
The results given here improve those from [6] in that we have not assumed the 
elements of X to be from the subclass of 1-antiperiodic functions, i.e., those 
2-periodic functions which satisfy V(X + 1) = --W(X). This simplifying assump- 
tion will be made in the next section when we study the situation wheng(u) = us 
andf,(x) # 0. 
We mentioned that the case a, = 0 is important in the applications. Look 
at the right side of (1.1) whenf(t, X) = 0. Suppose further that g is independent 
of E. Then we have, 
ut + u, = E I 
up, x) - up, 4) up, x) - up, -x) 
2 -g( 2 )I (3.4) 
Let fol be the nonzero roots of 01 - g(a) = 0. Suppose u can have only the 
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values &CL Then the right side of (3.4) vanishes. (This is not true if a, f 0) 
In particular any right traveling wave taking only the values &CL is a solution 
to (3.4) in some generalized sense. In other words the set of such right traveling 
waves on the sphere of radius 01 in L, is an inwariunt set for (3.4). We have 
demonstrated above that for appropriate g this set is asymptotically stable in 
the L, topology. 
Numerical studies to be described in a future work indicate that the invariant 
set described above is also a global attactor for (3.4) for any E > 0. It would be 
nice to have a proof of this result in some suitable function space setting. 
4. SOLUTION TO THE AVERAGED EQUATION WHERE~,(X)+O 
In this section we look at the generic example g(u, 0) = u3 when f&) + 0. 
The analysis divides naturally into two cases depending on the L, norm of 
#“(x). Here we give a rough idea of why this is so. 
We have seen from the previous section that if f(t, X) = 0, a typical steady 
state for (1.1) has values f 1 (the nonzero roots of u - u3 = 0) on sets A, 
and A, where A, u A, = [0, 2). This configuration is exponentially stable, 
and we can think of fl as attractors and 0 as a repeller at each .X in [0,2) for 
u(t, x). Now supposef(t, X) = p(x - t), so thatf,(x) # 0. Iff, is small then the 
picture described above will not be greatly disturbed. However, the attractive 
force of *l and the repulsion of 0 will be partly overcome, and eventually as 
f,, becomes large, it overwhelms the nonlinear term u - g(u). 
The progression of this state of affairs is rather interesting. Some numerical 
studies to appear in a future work show the following steady states as the 
amplitude u of the forcing term f(t, X) = a sin CT~ sin 7r.v is increased. Note 
that fO(x) = u/2 cos CC, which can be easily obtained from (1.2). 
---_ a= 0 
-..-.. a= ,yj 
/ -.-.- a=.5 
FIGURE 4.1 
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In each case the initial value was the same as shown for a = 0. This is, of 
course, a solution whenf(t, x) = 0. 
Thus, whenf, is small we have a discontinuous steady state, but as the ampli- 
tude is increased the point of discontinuity moves backward toward the zero 
of f0 until finally, when the critical amplitude is exceeded, the steady state is 
continuous and follows the oscillations of the forcing function (except for a 
possible phase shift). This also shows that when f0 is small we can expect to 
have infinitely many steady states, but for largef, , only one. This is supported 
by the analysis that follows. 
The interested reader might wish to compare the situation described above 
to the behavior of the ordinary differential equation 
.+ = x - x3 + a sin t. 
Using simple numerical methods, one finds two stable steady states (f 1) when 
a = 0, two periodic solutions (oscillating near + 1 and - 1, respectively) 
for small a, and one solution when a is large. 
The division of the study of the averaged equation into two phases also 
becomes clear when we look at the specific form of S(w). From (2.9) we have 
S(w) = Aw - $(v” - 39(v) + 3v(w‘q - (03)) +f&), 
where as before (w) is the mean value of w. In general the term <f> will not 
be zero even if v itself has no mean value. However, if we restrict X to be the 
subspace of L,[O, 2) whose elements are I-antiperiodic, i.e., u(“v + 1) = 
-D(X), then (v,, - ,,o \ ’ 3, = 0. We shall henceforth make this assumption. We 
also suppose f0 E X. The averaged equation now becomes 
F(v) = gw - Q(v” + 3(d) w) +f&) = 0. (4.1) 
As a function of pi), S(w) has the graph of a third degree polynomial whose 
general shape depends on the value of iv’), which itself is a functional of the 
unknown v. 
a b 
FIG. 4.2(a) lv2) > $. FIG. 4.2(b) (v’) < 4. 
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Clearly the situation in Fig. 4.2(a) is easier to analyze since for each .r, there 
is exactly one root D(X), whereas in Fig. 4.2(b) we can have one, two, or three 
roots depending on the value off,(x). In the former case we obtain exactly one 
periodic solution to (1.1). However in the latter we may have as many as three 
choices for n(x) at each x. Hence there can be infinitely many equilibrium points. 
-1s the reader surely now suspects, these correspond to the two cases f0 large 
and f0 small. We begin with the first. 
Under the assumption 
4 ozf:~3(x) dx > ;- 
s (4.2) 
we shall show the following: 
(a) There is a unique no E X satisfying T(Q) = 0. b’Ioreover <u,‘> > +. 
(b) The linear, bounded map S’(Q) is a one-to-one map of X to itself 
(and therefore has a bounded inverse by Banach’s theorem). 
(c) Solutions of the linear variational equation 6’ = F’(Q) 4 are expo- 
nentially asymptotically stable. 
To prove these assertions we shall employ the techniques of [8]. 
Let us begin with (a). Let /3 E Rf and define @(w, /?) by 
qw, j3) = w3 + 3@ - Q) w 
For /I > 4, CD is clearly a 1: 1 map of v E R to itself, the inverse function is odd, 
and for fixed z’, the map /3 --t @-l(n, j3) is continuous. Further more if v # 0, 
then / @-‘(v, j3)i < / @-l(o, p’)] if + 6 p’ < /I. 
Putting z@)(.Y) = ~V(8jJx), j3) we find that the mapping j(/3) = (wz(/3)> 
is continuous and strictly decreasing on [+, co). As ~(4) = 2f t’3 the condition on 
f, implies that 
j(+) = (w2(Q)) = 2 ~ozff)3(s) dx > + . 
Hence we have the following picture, 
/ 
FIGURE 4.3 
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from which we see that 
j(Q) - g > 0, 
Km) -i(Q) -cm - i(3) = 0. 
Hence there is just one /3 E (4, CO) such that the function v(p) satisfies 
@P(%% B) = % 3 ~:v’(/3)) = p. 
Putting v,, = +I) for this /3 we have v,, in X satisfying S-(Q) = 0. 
To complete the argument let us show that any solution with >:v’, < $ 
contradicts the integral condition (4.2). If y >, 0 then 
r(3z’L - y)2 3 0. 
Squaring and adding a6 to both sides gives 
9 + 9zly - 6z2y2 + r” > 9. 
Rearranging we obtain 
(z’ + r)3 = .z6 + 3~5~ + 3~~~’ + r’ 3 ti - 6z’r + 9z2y2 = (z” - 3yz)“. 
Hence if y = $ - ,(v*) and er is a solution to @(u, (4)) = 8fo , then @(v, (~a)) = 
03 - 3(9 - {~a)), and 
2’2 + Q - (v”) >, 4f #y3. 
Averaging both sides yields 
i >, & 02f;/3(x) dx. 
I 
Therefore (4.2) holds if and only if (v2) > Q, and thus (a) is proved. 
To establish (b) let us compute ~‘(v,J. Differentiating (4.1) we find easily that 
syv,) I = g - g(e)02 + <v,2>) 6 - g<v,o “0 . (4.3) 
Hence the equation F(v,) 6 = 6 can be written as 
(vo” + (vo2) - Q) -$ + 2(vo5) v. = -p (4.4) 
Let b(x) = vo2(x) + (vo2> - 6, where 46(v,,) = 0. By (a), b(x) is positive and 
uniformly bounded away from zero for all x E R. Replace (v,J) by 17. Solving 
formally we have 
f(7)) = --b-l{@ + 2?po]. 
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This will also solve (4.4) if 77 can be found so that <n,[(~)) = q. Multiplying 
by or, and integrating we find 
(1 + 2,ib-lv,2)) 7) = -$(6-‘0,s~. 
Clearly LJ as given by 
E = -g-l{6 - 2(1 + 2<b--‘v2))-1 (b-‘v,S) vo) 
is an element of L, , is uniquely and continuously determined by 6, and solves 
(4.4). This proves (b). 
Now we prove (c). To this end we must examine the decay of e = S-‘(Q) 5, 
t(O) = to E X, i.e., 
6’ = -g{&) 5 + 2<v,5) v,>. (4.5) 
First we note the following: 
<cw = ; g (4’) = - ;{(bP) + 2(V”S)2) 
But b(x) = v;(x) + ~\v,,“) - 4 >, (;a,2; - Q = 6 > 0. Thus, 
and this implies ($> < e--36T/4<: t,,‘). Returning to (4.5) we have 
(3/8)b(s)r) = - ; oo(vo~) e(3/t3)bWs 
and hence, 
,$ = e-(3/8)b(rh[0 _ ; v. L7 (vow) e-W8)b(z-)(r-s) & 
Now if 11 . 11 is the norm in L2(0, 1) we have from above that 
I(voKs>>l < II v. II II E II B II v. II e-(3/8)6s II to II. 
Thus, 
eo7 (vo(> e-(3’8)b(z)+s) ds < I/ v. (/ (1 5, (I s,’ e-(3/*)67 ds 1 
= I/ v. /I 11 to I/ 7e-(3!8)6T. 
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Since jl . (1 < 1 . j, the L, norm, 
and this gives the desired exponential decay. 
When f0 satisfies the integral condition 
(4.6) 
the situation changes considerably simply because the number of solutions to 
9(wJ = 0 may be infinite. To see this, let C$ be as before but let us write it as 
9(z1, y) = 73 - 3yzJ 
where, because of (4.6), y == Q - /3 is p osi ive. (This is because any solution of t 
+(a, /3) = 8fa with (v”) = /? must necessarily satisfy (v’) < Q. See the dis- 
cussion for the case where (4.2) holds). 
A graph of &l(w, y) has the following general shape: 
FIGURE 4.4 
From this we see that if 8 IfO(.r)I < 2y3p, the equation $(zJ, y) = 8f0 has 
two or three solutions for each X, whereas for 8 If&)] > $p, only one. Thus 
if 8f0 has values in the range where multiple solutions are possible, then we can 
construct infinitely many* solutions to .F(v”) = 0 providing we can satisfy 
(vo2) = j3 = Q - y. 
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As before we need to establish (a), (b), and (c). A glance at (b) is instructive. 
One proceeds as before to find that 5 must satisfy 
W3 + 27~1 
e=- z,2- 
0 Y 
where 17 is the solution to 
(1 + 2<7-J,2/(v,2 - YD) 71 = --Q@vol(fJo2 - YD- 
Clearly 5 exists in L, if v~*(x) - y is strictly bounded away from zero. Further- 
more 7 is uniquely determined if vos(x) - y is also positive. However if wo2(x) - y 
is negative for some set of measure >0, then it is possible that the coefficient 
multiplying 7 will be zero. Thus S’(vo) will not be continuously invertible on 
the whole space X. Hence we cannot be sure that v. corresponds to a periodic 
solution of (1.1). 
Now look at (c). Again if b(x) = no*(x) - y is positive and strictly bounded 
away from zero, then just as before the variational equation has an expo- 
nentially decaying solution. However, if b(x) < 0 for some set of measure >O, 
it is difficult to determine the behavior of the solution without specific knowledge 
of v. . 
For these reasons, we shall confine our attention to solving S(vo) = 0 for 
roots satisfying the boundedness condition mentioned above. In the first case 
we prove that for anyf, satisfying (4.6) there is at least one solution v. which 
“follows”fo . In the second we show that iffo is “small,” then there are infinitely 
many solutions. In both cases, the solutions are exponentially, asymptotically 
stable. The first case provides a “transition” solution from the integral condition 
(4.6) to (4.2). The second case is a transition from one of the infinitely many 
solutions whenf, = 0 (see the previous section) to nonzerof, . 
The reader should refer to Fig. 4.4 and try to visualize the values of 8fo as 
lying on the horizontal axis. For a given value of y > 0 we denote by x( y, y) 
the unique number z’ in [(3y)l’“, + co) satisfying @(v, y) = y. We define 
YYY, Y) = X(YY Y), y 2 a 
= -x(-y, Y), y < 0, 
We notice that Y simply picks the upper branch of 4-i when y is positive and 
the lower branch when y is negative. As we have 
213 - 3yv = y, 
a quick calculation gives 
dv Z’ -= 
dy 2 v -Y 
409/7+-7 
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and hence / ‘u( y, r)l increases in y. Put 
Then the function j(r) = (v~(Y)> is continuous and increasing with 
j(0) = 2 jZfi/3(x) dx < Q 
0 
Hence there is a unique y E (0, Q) such that j(r) = $ - y. See the figure below. 
FIGURE 4.5 
The o, thus found satisfies 9(wo) = 0. The reader should note that Us’ > 3y, 
and so even if f0 is smooth, v. is not. In fact we have Q(X) >, (3~)“~ when 
fo(x) > 0 and we(x) < -(3~)l/~ when fo(x) < 0. Thus ZJ~ “follows” the oscil- 
lations of f0 in the sense that f. and v. have the same sign for each x. However, 
there is a jump discontinuity in v. on the set (x;fo(x) = 01. 
We note that since no2(x) > 3y > y, the v. found satisfies the condition of 
the implicit function theorem and corresponds to an exponentially asymptotically 
stable periodic solution of (1.1). 
For the final example we shall show that whenf, is small there are infinitely 
many equilibrium points v. but not all of them can be shown to be stable. 
To this end we shall use the implicit function theorem on the function 4 as 
well. Specifically we prove that there is a solution to c$(Z?~, (Coz>) = 0 at which 
the FrCchet derivative in v, C’, is boundedly invertible in L, . We can then 
conclude that there is a neighborhood of 0 in L, such that for each f. in this 
neighborhood (i.e., for each f. in L, with / f. / small enough) there is a solution 
to $(?J, *:7P }) = 8fo. This solution zb wiil also satisfy the requirement that 
F’(uo) is invertible on X since 4’(0 o , iv,“>) = -~~‘(zJ,). As we shall also see, 
there are infinitely many of these solutions, but unless a certain set has measure 
zero, the variational equation has a solution which grows exponentially with 
time. 
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Let B, , B, , B, be three measurable, mutually disjoint sets whose union is 
[0, 1). Let fiio be the 1-antiperiodic extension of 
q)(x) = 0, x E B, ) 
= 2/(1 + 36)11”, x E B, , 
= -2/(1 + 3b)‘i”, x E B2, 
where b is the measure of B = B, u B, . It is not difficult to see that C,, satisfies 
4(6,, , (tioz)) = 0 with y = Q(1 + 3b). A short calculation shows that 
= & (5 + 3Gw, XEB 
-4 
= - !t, 1 + 3b 
x E B, 
Thus the equation +‘(a,, (Es’)) 5 = S has the solution 
= -0 + 34 6 
4 ’ XEBo, 
where we are using the notation S, , etc., to mean 6 multiplied by the charac- 
teristic function of B. 
Hence we can conclude that for any f0 near 0 in L, there is a unique ZI,, in 
L, satisfying +(T+, , (uo2)) = 8f0 . F ur th ermore, since the choice of the sets 
B, and B, are arbitrary we have infinitely many such vu . Thus F(v,,) = 0. 
In addition 9’(00) is boundedly invertible since it is close to the invertible 
operator 9’(6,,) if Ifa 1 is small enough. Thus we have found a large set of 
equilibrium points but not all of them correspond to stable steady states of (1.1). 
Since 4’ = - BP’ we see that if the measure of B, is nonzero then 
S’(f&) 4 = 3[/2(1 + 36) 
and hence on B, , the solution to E’ = 9’(f&) 5 grows exponentially. For the 
equilibrium point Q found above, which is close to Co when Ifa 1 is small, WC’ 
will have the same behavior for 4’ = 9’(~,,) [. H ence we cannot deduce stability, 
and in fact we suspect it is unstable. This has been verified by numerical studies 
in which the initial condition is taken to be such a z+, and we shall report on 
this in a future work. 
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On the other hand, if the measure of B, is zero, then all solutions to the 
variational equation decrease exponentially. In fact in this case we have 
which can be solved by the previously developed techniques to show the required 
decay. Again by continuity of 9 in v we also obtain exponential decay at v, . 
Thus, the equilibrium points va with measure B, = 0 correspond to stable 
periodic solutions of (1.1). 
In the example just discussed, if, 1 is so small that for every x, 8 Ifa( 
remains less than 2y3/*, and this allows more than one value to the equation 
$(a, r) = 8fa at each 2~. However we have also seen that if f0 satisfies (4.6) 
but is otherwise arbitrary, then we can always find a solution v, which follows 
the oscillations of fa . A glance at Fig. 4.4 indicates that this is probably not the 
only possible v,, since, although on the set {x; 8 IfO(.x)l > 2y3/-} only one v(y) 
can be found, on its complement two or three values can be chosen. The diffi- 
culty in analyzing this situation is that the exact boundary where we have one 
or multiple solutions depends on the relation off&) to y. But y depends on 
<<v*(y)) and this in turn onfa , and the analysis is so intertwined that one must 
resort to an application of the formulas for a cubic algebraic equation and 
numerical calculations. Our own results show clearly that asfa increases in norm, 
infinitely many z’a can still be found but the sets B, and B, are not entirely 
arbitrary. This remains true until inequality (4.6) reverses and becomes (4.2). 
At this point a coalescence occurs and all possible periodic solutions to (1.1) 
merge into a single periodic steady state which is continuous if fa is also. 
We summarize all these results in the next section. 
5. SUMMARY 
Here are the main results of our paper. We begin with the following obser- 
vations, conventions, and assumptions. 
(a) X is the space of 2-periodic, essentially bounded functions of X having 
no mean value with the usual norm, wheras X,, is that subspace of X whose 
elements are I-antiperiodic, that is v(x + 1) = -v(x). 
(b) The function g(u, C) is odd, real valued, and along with its first and 
second derivatives in U, is jointly continuous on (-r. < u < r,,} X 
{--~a < E < Q} and maps bounded sets to bounded sets. Either r. or l a may 
be infinite. We shall usually write simple g(u) for g(u, 0). 
(c) The element f(t, LY) is measurable, essentially bounded, 2-periodic 
in both variables, and has no mean value. Byf, we mean the essentially bounded 
function of x in X 
fo(4 = $- f*f(t, x + t) dt, 
JO 
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and we denote by (I fO 12/3) the number 
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(If, 12/y = 4 Jo2 lf&)(2/3 dx. 
(d) Equation (N) is the basic equation studied throughout the paper 
4 + 4. = 4PU - g(% c) + f(t, x)1, 
u(t, x + 2) = up, x), 
P) 
where P is the projection 
Pv(x) = *(v(x) - V(-Lx)). 
Equation (N) is related to the normalized equation (NLT) for the nonlinear . I 
transmission line considered in the Introduction, 
r’1t + ?‘et = 4Yl - gc?, 9c) + f(4 ZL.)), 
Y2t + Y1r = 0, 
y&, x + 2) = yl(t, x) = --3’&, -x), 
yz(t, “r + 2) = y&, x) = y&, -x), 
and the relationship is given by 
y1(t, x) = PI+, x) = @(t, x) - up, -x)), 
y&, x) = (I - P) u(t, x) = &(u(f, -2’) + u(t, -x)). 
In turn J, satisfies the generalized 1’an der Pol equation (\:P) 
Ytt - Yxx = 41 - d(Y> 4) yt + ft(t, s)), 
y(t, 0) = y(t, 1) = 0. 
Finally, (N) is connected with the generalized Rayleigh wave equation 
Ytt - ?)m - 4Yt - dYt 1 E) + f(c 4), 
y(t, 0) = y(t, 1) = 0 




?‘(t> X) = -& j-z (u(t, s) + u(t, -s)) ds. 
” 
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(e) By W(T) (or v(.r, x) as appropriate) we mean the solution to the averaged 
equation (AV) associated with (N), 
2 (T, x) = ; $7, x) - f j-” g ( e)tT’ ‘) ; w(T9 ‘) ) ds + f&x) (AV) 
0 
with a given initial value ~(0, x) = uo(x). On the other hand, w, (or w,,(x)) is one 
of its equilibrium points in X (or X0). 
(f) Throughout, the parameter E will be supposed to be nonnegative and 
“small.” By this we mean that we can find an <I , such that 0 < l 1 < co, and 
the desired results hold for all E in [0, Q]. 
We can now state: 
Result 1. Let f. = 0. Suppose g’(u) 2 0 and vanishes only at u = 0. 
Assume in addition that g”(u) > 0 for u > 0. Let 01~ be the (unique) positive 
root to the equation a = g(a) and suppose g’(%) > 2. 
Let U(T) satisfy (AV) and u(t) solve (N) with v(O) = u(0) = U, in X. Then 
for all 7 > 0 there is a constant L > 0 such that on 0 < t < L/E, 
sup 1 u(t, x) - Z(Et, .2: - t)j < 7, 
2 
(6.1) 
for l sufficiently small. 
In addition, (N) has infinitely many exponentially asymptotically stable 
periodic solutions. These are given approximately by 
46 x) - Bo(X - t), 
where v. is the 2-periodic extension of 
7.To(x) = o!, x E A, 
01, x E AC, 
and where -4 is any measurable subset of [0, 2) for which the measure of A 
equals that of its complement. 
Finally, if g(u, C) = g(u, 0) and if f(t, x) = 0 then the set ill of all such 
functions ~~(2 - t) is a generalized, asymptotically stable invariant set for (N). 
Some observations. First, the approximate transient behavior to (N) is given 
for long but finite times by ZI(E~, 3c - t). We cannot however expect this to be 
a good approximation for all t > 0. For example numerical studies show that 
when g(u) = u3, E = 1, and uo(x) = sin ~TTX then the pointwise difference between 
u and ZI becomes progressively worse near the endpoints. However, by simply 
redefining uo(x) to be +I at .Y = 0, - 1 at x = 1, and sin rrx otherwise the 
approximation becomes quite uniform for all t > 0. 
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Second, because of asymptotic stability, the steady state (when f 3 0) acts 
as a limit cycle in that it attracts to itself any solution starting from a nearby 
(in&) initial condition. We suspect this is also globally true. That is, if C(A) C X 
is the cone, 
C(A) = {w(x); w(x) > 0 on A, z.(x) < 0 on AC} 
then every solution u(t) of N with u(0) in C(A) approaches q,(x - t), where 
z)~(x) = 01 on A and --01 on its complement. However, the local theory developed 
here does not allow us to make this assertion and it must remain a conjecture 
until better asymptotic methods are devised. 
Trnaslating these results to (NLT), (VP), and (R) can now be accomplished 
using the formulas given above. For example, for (NLT) the approximate 
steady state is the standing wave 
r&, 4 - &l(x - t) - %(-x - t)), 
y&, x) - ${w& - t) + wo(-x - t)}, 
yr is also the approximate steady state for (VP), but for (R) we must integrate, 
y(t, x) - -+ s 2: {w& - t) + w”(-s - t)} ds. 0 
When f(t, x) = 0 these are exact. It seems therefore that the only effect of the 
nonlinear term as t + + co is to fix the amplitude of the periodic oscillations 
and to maintain the configuration when it is perturbed. Otherwise, the non- 
linearity may as well be absent since the solutions are simply progressive waves 
for (N) and standing waves for (VP), (R), and (NLT). 
To give a simple illustration, suppose q, is + 1 on [0, l/2) and - 1 on [l/2, 1). 
Then (R) shows the following shapes as time increases: 
ci I=+ I== t=o t=l/3 t=2/> 
At t = 1, the initial figure is reversed, and at t = 2 we are back to the picture 
at t = 0. 
Let us now state what the main results are when g(u) = ~3 and f,, E -X0 
is not necessarily zero. 
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Result 2. Let g(u) = u3. Let o(r) solve (AV) and suppose u(t) is a solution 
to (N) with u(0) = a(O) = u,, E X,, . Then for all T) > 0 there is a constantL > 0 
such that on 0 < t <L/E, 
sup 1 u(t, ?z) - w(ct, N - t)] < 7. 
x 
In addition, if (If0 In/3) > Q then there is exactly one, whereas if the inequality 
is reversed, there may be infinitely many exponentially asymptotically stable 
periodic solutions. In both cases these steady states are described approximately 
by 
up, x) = w& - t), 
where o, is the unique equilibrium point to (AV) if <<I f0 lai3) > *, and where 2~” 
is one of the equilibrium points with o,,*(.Y) + ,:z+,*(.x)>  Q when /I f0 ls/3) < +. 
As before the interested reader can easily make the extension to (VP), (NLT), 
and (R) by using the transformations given above. 




(If0 I 313) = - 2 -n 
Here we have used the fact that cosf rr.31 is l-periodic to confine our integration 
to (0, 1). Although the integrand in J has a singularity in the derivative at 
x = =&, it can be evaluated after a change of variable by Gaussian methods to 
a very hight degree of accuracy. We thus find the critical value of a to be given 
in this case by 
a = 2/(3 J)3;2 g 0.63907929 
At this value of a we can expect to find a transition from a discontinuous to a 
smooth steady-state. This has been verified numerically and we have already 
given some graphs in Fig. 4.1 showing the shapes of the periodic solutions on 
0 < x < 1 at some fixed time t > 0 beginning with a = 0. These plus many 
other interesting things we shall defer to our subsequent studies. 
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